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1. Introduction Fluctuation of molecule is intrinsic phenomena in nature and considered to be an origin

of life. For example, in living cells, molecular fluctuations are a source of heterogeneity among cells

sharing a common genetic background. We have investigated discrete-charge- fluctuation dynamics of

a single molecule adsorbed on a single walled carbon nanotube (SWNT) in room temperature1 and

demonstrated a week signal detection in a stochastic resonance SWNT device by utilizing internal

spontaneous noise that is superimposition of respective fluctuation of additive polyoxometalate (POM)

molecules2. Moreover, we found generation of spontaneous spikes, which is similar to nerve impulses of

neurons, from an extremely dense and random SWNT/POM network3. Stochastic fluctuation and state

dynamics of nanomaterials are now attracted much attention from in terms of development of bio-

inspired technology and neuromorphic engineering, which can offer low energy consumption.

2. Results and Discussion Motivated by the discovery of peculiar multi-redox property of POM, we set our target

on phosphomolybdic acid (hereinafter PMo12). We created a system that is made up of CNT/ PMo12 device in 

order to study the charge transfer process through PMo12. A.C. dielectrophoresis technique was applied to position 

few CNTs across 1μm-gapped electrodes. This device was then soaked in PMo12 solution to allow the formation 

of “PMo12 junction” between CNT and electrode, as illustrated in Fig. 1. When DC bias of few tens of millivolt 

was applied to this CNT/PMo12 device, we observed output current response with spontaneous transition between 

“OFF state” at nearly 0 A and “ON state” at certain maximum current range, accompanied by occasional 

appearance of intermediate states, as depicted in Fig. 2. This spontaneous switching in conductance is due to the 

redox-state activity of a single PMo12 junction that governs the charge transfer across both electrodes. When this 

device was measured in normal atmospheric condition, the average OFF state duration only lasts for few seconds, 

while the ON state is more dominant. On the other hand, the OFF state duration increases significantly in high 

humidity condition. Water molecules might react actively with PMo12 junction, thus changing its redox property 

and giving rise to the longer OFF state duration.   

3. Conclusions It is presented that POM molecular network would very likely become a component of

reservoir computing devices, which is anticipated as next-generation artificial intelligence3. We are trying

to control the switching by external force to clarify the fluctuation phenomena and open possibility to utilize

the state dynamics of single molecule for informational processing.
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Fig. 1: Side-view of CNT/PMo12 device Fig. 2: Spontaneous conductance switching 
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